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Abstract

With the prevalence of deep learning and convolutional neural net-
work (CNN), data augmentation is widely used for enriching training
samples to gain model training improvement. Data augmentation is
important when training samples are scarce. In this work, we focus
on improving data augmentation for training an industrial steel sur-
face defect classification network, where the performance is largely
depending on the availability of high-quality training samples. It is
very difficult to find a sufficiently large dataset for this application
in real-world settings. When it comes to synthetic data augmenta-
tion, the performance is often degraded by incorrect class labels, and a
large effort is required to generate high-quality samples. In this paper,
we introduce a novel off-line pre-augmentation network (PreAugNet)
which acts as a class boundary classifier that can effectively screen
the quality of the augmented samples and improve image augmenta-
tion. This PreAugNet can generate augmented samples and update
decision boundary via an independent classifier. New samples are auto-
matically distributed and combined with the original data for training
the target network. We show that these new augmentation samples can
improve classification without changing the target network architecture.
We evaluate this method for steel surface defect inspection using three
real-world datasets: AOI steel defect dataset, MT, and NEU datasets.
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The proposed method significantly increases the accuracy by 3.3% (AOI
dataset), 6.25% (MT dataset) and 2.1% (NEU dataset), respectively

Keywords: data augmentation, synthetic sample generation, CNN, surface
defect classification, decision boundary, PreAugNet

1 Introduction

In the era of deep learning, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) as typical
feed forward neural networks have performed remarkably in the various com-
puter vision systems including image classification [1–4] object detection [5–7]
semantic segmentation [8, 9], etc. One of the most challenging supervised
learning applications of CNN in the industry is the product defect recognition
that have been extensively studied. In order to train a deep neural network
model for real-world industrial use, probably the first immediate task is to col-
lect sufficient labeled data. Without high-quality training data, overfitting will
mostly occur, which causes the learned model to be highly biased to the seen
samples but not be able to generalize against unseen data. It is well-known
that regularization techniques can alleviate model overfitting, including the
extended techniques of [10–12] and batch normalization [2]. Various heuris-
tic techniques such as weight decay and early training stopping can reduce
overfitting by penalizing parameter norms. Despite the practical values of
these heuristics, the training of large network models for complex real-world
industrial applications still demands a large amount of high-quality data.

Data augmentation is an effective approach to battle model overfitting [13].
Data augmentation is the process of supplementing and enriching available
data for better generalization during training. For most computer vision
problems, image transformations such as rotating, cropping, scaling, noise per-
turbation, or color adjusting [13] are popular means to substantially improve
data amount [14]. When dealing with natural images, rotating, flipping, scaling
transformations are de facto approaches used during training. Unfortunately,
not all transformations are useful for every dataset or problem. For example,
all categories in CIFAR10, CIFAR100 and ImageNet datasets [2] should be
invariant to horizontal flips, since the mirror of an object is typically visually
valid (e.g., a mirrored car is still a good training sample). However, not all
image transformations are valid for problems such as character recognition [15],
where non-existing symbols or symbol label change after transformation (e.g.,
a flipped ‘6’ becomes ‘9’) can harm model training.

In the process of augmentation paradigm, there are mainly three ways in
which augmentation techniques can be applied, namely off-line augmentation,
on-line augmentation, and hybrid methods. Off-line augmentation user has
access to screening the augmented results but needs to concern about the
quality of new samples. On other hand, on-line augmentation provides virtually
infinite samples during training, however without ground truth for validation.
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Numerous image recognition works apply off-line augmentation by producing
synthetic images [16, 17] to effectively improve model training and alleviate
over-fitting. However, the new synthetic samples are still generated from the
modeling of existing samples, thus they are typically not sufficiently diverse.
It is common that incorrectly augmented transformations can induce features
far-away from the original sample, which harms model training. Since there is
no easy way to find out but to check model effectiveness at the end of training,
the evaluation of data augmentation can be very time consuming in the real-
world setting. In this work, our major goal is to develop an efficient method
that can provide insight on the selection process of off-line data augmentation
sample generation, such that more diverse and representative samples can be
generated to improve target model training.

Specifically, we develop an off-line data augmentation optimization
approach that can effectively improve the screening of augmented samples
to boost model training. We choose the industrial surface defect classifica-
tion as the targeted application for evaluation. We construct an independent,
lightweight data augmentation network named Pre-Augmentation Net-
work (PreAugNet) that consists of a data augmentation generator, a feature
extractor, and a data management module. Motivated by the idea of effec-
tive classification of Support Vector Machine (SVM) in determining decision
boundary [18], We design a SVM classifier that predicts the label of a gener-
ated sample based on its extracted features. This process iterates in updating
the new samples regarding the SVM decision boundary being modeled that
are related to the data augmentation transformation process.

• We propose a lightweight PreAugNet that improve the off-line data
augmentation for training a defect classification model. The pre-
augmentation network learns to extract feature from input sample images
and produce proper transformations to generate new sample images for
data augmentation.

• We design a SVM decision boundary analysis to screen and iteratively
update the samples produced from the PreAugNet to ensure the suitabil-
ity of the transformed samples for target network training. We show how
the iterative estimation and updating of class decision boundaries can be
very effectively in screening and producing diverse augmentation samples
that generalize better.

• Extensive experiments are performed to evaluate the performance of
the PreAugNet against other state-of-the-art online and offline data
augmentation methods. Specifically, we use ResNet [1] as the target net-
work that is trained on three real-world datasets, namely AOI, MT and
NEU datasets for steel surface defect inspection. PreAugNet significantly
increases the classification accuracy by 3.3% (AOI), 6.25% (MT) and 2.1%
(NEU), respectively.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related
works. Section 3 introduces the principle of pre-augmentation network,
augmentation generator, and the SVM decision boundary update process.
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Section 4 describes experimental results and performance analysis. Section 5
provides discussions and the conclusion.

2 Related Work

Data augmentation. Extensive works on real-time image augmentation offer
massive efforts in image classification [13, 19–22]. For creating additional train-
ing samples from existing data, [23] shows the benefit of creating synthetic
samples via combining the two approaches of data warping and synthetic
over-sampling. Data warping methods generate samples through transforma-
tions that are applied in the data-space, while synthetic over-sampling creates
samples according to the feature-space. The Generative Adversarial Networks
(GAN) [24] are widely used in producing new realistic samples of certain data
or class. By training using adversarial examples monitored by the discrimi-
nator, the generator of GAN can synthesize realistic-looking images that are
sufficiently different from the original images [25, 26].

Industrial Defect Inspection. Steel surface defect inspection has
received increased attention for ensuring quality control of industrial prod-
ucts. Surface defect detection is usually performed against complex industrial
scenarios, which ends up as a challenging problem with hard usage con-
straints. Surface defects are the main cause of low-quality steel products. Steel
surface defect recognition and classification approaches have improved signif-
icantly since the debut of deep learning with many advantages in the past
decades [27–30]. In recent years, exploring the benefit of machine learning
algorithms emerges when CNN features have been successfully integrated with
basic superior classifier such as the Support Vector Machine (SVM) [18]. The
works [31–33] can classify both linear and nonlinear problems with SVM ker-
nel functions. In [27, 34], image data are successfully enhanced using CNN
to produce better classification results. Many developments from these hybrid
methods emerge in cases when the amount of available data is limited, which is
particularly true for industrial defect inspection. As shown in [35–37], the CNN
structure has been well-suited to deal with non-natural images with quality
and scalability issues.

Data Augmentation for Defect Inspection. Many applications regard-
ing industrial image processing face barriers of severe data scarcity. The works
of [38, 39] overcome the shortage of defective samples by adopting GAN for
effective data augmentation. In the discriminative training of GAN [40], the
computational cost of generator increases, which tends to overfit to real data
where data augmentation should be avoided. Regarding applying GAN data
augmentation for industrial defect datasets, the GAN generator can learn a
complex distribution from the limited available dataset. However, how use-
ful the synthetic samples in regarding model training is questionable. GANs
might not be able to cover the entire diversity of defect types, as the available
defect samples in the first place can be already very scarce.
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Fig. 1 Overview of the proposed off-line PreAugNet to improve data augmentation for the
training of an industrial defect classification network.

In contrast to the previous approaches, in this work we designed an effective
data augmentation approach based on feature enhancement that goes hand-
in-hand with their class decision boundary that are crucial for training the
target network. Our approach leverages CNN features that will be refined in
a SVM decision boundary representation, such that new data augmentation
samples can be created via data-driven learning and iteratively update. This
way, our approach can create diverse but representative samples, that the
target network has mostly not seen before to boost training its performance.

3 Methodology

We start with the main idea of introducing a Pre-Augmentation Network
(PreAugNet) to perform off-line data augmentation that can improve the train-
ing of the target network model for industrial defect recognition. We first
describe the PreAugNet with detailed module design and then explain the data
flow regarding the splitting, sampling and colleting of the augmented samples
inside the PreAugNet in Section 3.1. We describe how the PreAugNet updates
the sample decision boundary during the sample search process in Section 3.2.
Finally, we discuss the target network settings and how the augmented samples
are added to improve its training in Section 3.3.

3.1 Off-line Pre-Augmentation Network

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the proposed PreAugNet, which are attached
to a target network for training with data augmentation. PreAugNet produces
new transformed samples via an augmentation generator, where the samples
are screened to ensure that they gain representative and diverse features that
are sufficiently different from the original samples. The generated samples are
merged with the original samples for target network training.
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Fig. 2 The PreAugNet data augmentation as an integrated pipeline for target network
training.

The PreAugNet consists of four parts: (1) a data management module,
(2) the augmentation generator, (3) the feature extractor and (4) the aug-
mentation sample classifier. The data management module manages data
distribution including data splitting, collection, sample dropping and merging
for target network training. The data management module controls the data
flow inside the PreAugNet and data pre-processing of the target network. It
also plays an important role in maintaining a balance between the synthetic
samples vs. the desired amount of total training samples. The augmentation
generator produces a diverse set of new transformed images/samples, which
will be screened and picked in the next step. The feature extractor consists
of a standard CNN that extracts high-dimensional features from the original
images. The augmentation sample classifier is a SVM that performs classifica-
tion based on the extracted features and estimates the decision boundary to
gauge the quality and suitability of the generated samples. Figure 2 illustrates
the proposed PreAugNet data augmentation pipeline jointly with the training
of the target model.

The augmentation generator G in Figure 2 performs image transforma-
tions to the original samples to generate images in different sizes and shapes.
Both affine transformations in the spatial domain and color intensity adjust-
ments in the pixel domain are incorporated for data augmentation selection.
Those image transformations are effective means for data augmentation as
they align with variations in the physical world. In reality, the same defect
can occur at various sizes and locations on the steel surface with different illu-
mination and viewing conditions. This way, the augmentation generator can
effectively generate realistic new samples that are suitable for model train-
ing. Surface defect images often exhibit very few amounts of information as
features. Thus, a robust feature extractor is essential for acquiring represen-
tative feature vectors from the defective samples. We use Inception-v3 [41]to
extract features, with the same configuration for both the original and aug-
mented images. The deep structure of Inception-v3 at last fully connected
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Fig. 3 The boundary update process in the pre-augmentation network. The orig-
inal image x is transformed to x′ via augmentation generator G which contains several
augmentation methods {a1, a2, a3 . . . an}. In the next iteration, classifier C updates the
sample decision boundary according to new augmented images and performs the class pre-
diction of the new input samples. The output of the C specifies a new sample x′ to be
collected into the sample pool or discarded for all classes. The red x′ represents the correct
class and black x′ is the discarded sample. The update process inside PreAugNet continues
until the predetermined α ratio of the target network matches.

layer retrieves 2048-dimensional features, which are fed into the classifier for
boundary classification.

Figure 3 describes the augmented sample update process within the
PreAugNet. Consider a dataset X = {xi, yi}Ni=1, where xi is an input image,
yi the associated class label, N the number of samples. Denote X ′ for the set
of newly generated images, and α for the percentile of new samples w.r.t. the
number of original samples. In this setup, the augmentation generator G takes
input dataset X and produces augmented samples X ′, namely, G = X → X ′.
The augmentation process typically consists of multiple operations such as
hue saturation adjustments, adding various noise types (random, multiplica-
tive and additive Gaussian), removing high frequency component via jpeg
compression, randomly drop channel of input image and image blurring, i.e.,
G = {a1, a2, . . . an}. These image transformations are important as they
provide the source of variability for image augmentation.

As shown in Figure 3, the augmentation generator G is able to produce
a large amount of images. However, not all the output of G are useful for
training the target network. In order to control the distribution and variation
of new generated samples, we apply a selection process to collect only “good”
samples with the concept of the decision boundary of a SVM classifier C. In
the first iteration of the pre-augmentation network, data management module
performs a ”drop-select” function based on a ratio α. The ratio α controls the
targeted number of new samples selected as correct results from the classifier C.
While the rest of mis-classified samples will be dropped, the data management
module starts to recalculate the minimum number of new samples x′ to fulfill
the needs of the target network. In this phase, the next iteration starts and
will automatically repeat the process until the specified condition is reached.
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Fig. 4 Illustration of the boundary update of two class data observations for new generated
samples x′ (red and black) under 2-dimensional and linear condition. The dash line represents
the boundary of the classifier C where the boundary line dynamically moves according to
new samples input for each iteration updates.

3.2 The Decision Boundary Update Process for
Augmentation Sample Screening

We construct a feature similarity measure by a classifier C, where, in the
case of given a high dimensional feature from X and X ′ samples. We aim
to obtain an optimal boundary separation between X and X ′ for each class
by learning the similarity degree and relationship among the features. We
formulate the problem of searching the samples on the predicted result of the
classifier C = {x′, y′i}Ni=1 with SVM. The basic idea is mapping the input
feature vector into a high-dimensional space and generating a maximal distance
of separation boundary.

As shown in Figure 4, in the process of searching the boundaries, the SVM
classifier learns the n-dimensional features (x, y) from both the training set and
new samples in feature-space and calculate the maximum boundary margin
between the new observation samples of the class label in one iteration. When
pre-augmentation network updates this process for n-iteration times, at the
same time classifier automatically produces another correct sample with their
respected labels. As illustrated in Figure 4, the boundary line of SVM will
adjust to new generated samples and find the optimum with the input samples.
In this condition, classifier simply marks the output samples x′ as 1 (red) and
0 (black) for the correct samples and mis-classified samples respectively (as
illustrated in Figure 3). In other words, the classifier C not only provides the
class label of x′ but also the mis-classified position of x′ for the new sample
in y′i classes. Thus, our data management module performs the “drop-select”
function on the classifier results C for next iteration where all the 1’s (red)
output will only be selected and stored into sample pool.
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3.3 Target Network

The target network is the network module that demands data augmentation.
Experiments are designed to evaluate how the various ways of data aug-
mentations affect the training of this target network. For industrial defect
recognition, we use the ResNet [1] model as our target network. Specifically,
we use the same configuration as the original ResNet18 structure, including
the loss function, batch normalization, and optimizer.

In the baseline method, target network is trained without using any aug-
mentations at pre-processing and testing stage. The only change is in the
adjustment of the input image size which is adjusted to the original model
implementation. In order to control the number of augmentation samples, we
define the α ratio where the ratio is cumulative augmented image in a single
training process. We set the α ratio in percent of original image and limit the
ratio to no more than the original data. This ratio concept is applied for both
online and off-line pre-augmentations.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Dataset and Training Details

We perform experiments on three challenging, real-world industrial steel sur-
face defect datasets to evaluate the proposed method: (1) the Automatic
Optical Inspection (AOI) steel defect dataset1 , (2) the Magnetic Tile (MT)
surface defect dataset [42], and (3) the NEU defect dataset [43]. The AOI
dataset is a private dataset that contains five types of steel surface defect:
void defect, horizontal defect, vertical defect, edge defect, and particle defect.
The MT and NEU datasets are well-known public datasets and widely used
for defect classification and detection. The MT dataset contains five type of
defect: blowhole, break, crack, fray and uneven. The NEU dataset contains six
defect classes: crazing, inclusion, patches, pitted surface, rolled-in scale and
scratches. The red boxes of Figures 5 highlight steel defects in these datasets,
which is visually quite similar to the steel background. Images are grayscale
and the information provided by the defect samples is typically scarce.

Table 1 summarizes the number of defect images of the three datasets. Note
that the number of defect samples are extremely low when compared with
other image classification datasets such as ImageNet or COCO for different
applications. The three datasets show two challenging conditions in the indus-
trial use case. First, all datasets contain small-scale training data and lack of
surface defect image representations. For instance, AOI defect dataset consists
of five classes of defect with a total image for whole raw data is 1854 images
and similarly in NEU dataset also consists of 1800 images. The MT dataset
consists of 1344 images where only 392 defect images available. Secondly, the
imbalance data of the three datasets cause additional challenging. Collecting
a specific type of industrial defect sample is not an easy task, since the same

1https://aidea-web.tw/topic/701e1e79-84ff-49a5-86ee-a7f01c24c6f7

https://aidea-web.tw/topic/701e1e79-84ff-49a5-86ee-a7f01c24c6f7
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Table 1 Details and data statistics of the three industrial inspection datasets used for
experimental evaluation.

AOI MT NEU
Number of defect images 1854 392 1800
Number of defect classes 5 5 6

class-1 (492) class-1 (115) class-1 (300)
class-2 (100) class-2 (85) class-2 (300)

Defect image distribution class-3 (378) class-3 (57) class-3 (300)
class-4 (240) class-4 (32) class-4 (300)
class-5 (644) class-5 (103) class-5 (300)

class-6 (300)

type of defect does not frequently appear in a production line. It reflects in
AOI and MT datasets where distribution data among the classes is not in the
same average amount of images. In the case of AOI and MT dataset, imbal-
anced data distribution has obviously become a problem for defect recognition
and detection. However, the NEU dataset shows another real problem that
all classes have the same low number of images (300 defect images/class) and
equally distributed.

We implement the proposed methods in PyTorch. Experiments are per-
formed on a workstation with Linux and NVIDIA RTX 2080i GPU. Baseline
experiments are performed with the original settings, where the AOI, MT and
NEU datasets are directly processed by the baseline model without augmenta-
tion. In the next round, online augmentations take part for training based on
α ratio to transform images in one single online augmentation method. The
online augmentation performs random operation of transformation to original
images during training process. On the other hand, off-line pre-augmentation
network runs augmentation operation from the Albumentation [44] library
to produce all samples inside the augmentation generator A that running
separately from the target network.

Evaluation Metrics. The effectiveness of our proposed method on target
network is examined in terms of final prediction accuracy for unseen test
images. Compared with other classification methods, accuracy (%) is used to
performance the evaluation of the prediction result. The accuracy is defined as
a ratio of number of test images correctly classified to the number of all test
images in target network.

4.2 Evaluation Results

We next present experimental results of the PreAugNet with ResNet-18 tar-
get network on the AOI, MT and NEU defect inspection datasets. Since the
pre-augmentation network and target network are independent, we can sep-
arately train the baseline and pre-augmentation network. We prepare the
pre-augmentation network to perform searching samples in parallel, where
the data management automatically collects the samples. The number of the
correct samples from the classifier will be added to target network before
performing the off-line augmentation.
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Fig. 5 Sample images of each class from the AOI industrial inspection dataset. Red boxes
highlight steel defects.

4.2.1 Results on AOI Dataset

The AOI dataset consists of 1,854 images from five type of defects. As shown
in Table 1, horizontal defect class-2 (100 images) and edge effect class-4 (240
images) have significant differences in terms of image distributions. In the case
of AOI defect dataset, we conduct two scenarios to prove our off-line pre-
augmentation network. The First scenario, we tackle the imbalance problem by
adding more samples for the lowest class. At the initial stage of experiments, we
adjust images from class-2 as the main source for generating new samples. Data
management in the pre-augmentation network distributes only image from
class-2 to the augmentation generator. Augmentation generator specifically
generates new samples from class-2 with ratio α ≤ N of original images. Since
class-2 consists of 100 images, pre-augmentation network updates the searching
process 7 times before reach the maximum number of new samples. In the
next phase, we try to generate another sample from another lower class. For
class-4 our pre-augmentation network needs 5 iterations update to produce
similar number of samples. We present the result of pre-augmentation from
the two classes in Table 2. We assume that the number of updates process
heavily depends on the amount of the original images. The more resources we
have the faster searching process will be. As we can see in Table 2 adding new
samples for imbalance class data improves the accuracy of the target network.

The goal of the second scenario for AOI dataset is aiming to balance all
the classes. This is the typical pre-augmentation scenario where the goal of
this approach is to generalize data distribution among the classes. In this
case, we primarily generate more samples with more augmentation methods to
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Fig. 6 Sample images of each class from the MT industrial inspection dataset. Red boxes
highlight steel defects.

Table 2 Defect classification accuracy results (%) on AOI dataset with different
approaches for data augmentation. All pre-augmentation methods boost the prediction
accuracy including the method of adding sample to imbalance and low distribution data
(class-2 and class-4).

Method Accuracy (%) Improvement (∆)
Baseline 95.10 -
General on-line augmentation 95.60 0.5
PreAugNet (class-2) 97.10 2.0
PreAugNet (class-2 and class-4) 97.70 2.6
PreAugNet (all class) 98.20 3.1

the lower class and randomly set less transformation methods in higher class
images. As the result, all classes share the same number of samples in the target
network. The effect of this approach is the dataset will share the same average
number of images. In practical, we carefully train pre-augmentation network
for all classes and set the limit of α in data management module to match with
the target sample distributions. With this scenario, the new samples from our
pre-augmentation network successfully achieved better accuracy about 3.1%
of AOI dataset compared to baseline.

4.2.2 Results on the MT Dataset

MT dataset is steel dataset with 5 defect classes, which the defect types are
very close to the background. Since MT dataset has very small number of
defect images for all classes , then pre-augmentation network will be directed
to produce more samples from all class distributions. The augmentation gen-
erator produces more samples of color transformations method from the class
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Fig. 7 Sample images of each class from the NEU industrial inspection dataset. Red boxes
highlight steel defects.

Table 3 Comparison test accuracy (%) on MT dataset across different data augmentation
methods.

Method Accuracy (%) Improvement (∆)
Baseline 92.50 -
General on-line augmentation 96.20 3.70
PreAugNet 97.50 5.0

with lower number to class with higher number of images. We train the pre-
augmentation network according to α ratio for all class distributions where we
set α from 0.1 to 0.9 of the original image distributions.

In the target model prediction results as presented in Table 3, after adding
samples from pre-augmentation network the final accuracy increased about 5%
at the maximum α ratio (0.7). Despite that on-line augmentation yielded the
highest accuracy about 3.7% of the baseline, Pre-augmentation consistently
matches or outperforms baseline with alteration to all list of α ratios employed.
In the scenario with same α ratio for all class in Figure 5, we also found that
the new samples from pre-augmentation network surpassed the baseline after
α = 0.2 and achieve better accuracy at higher ratio. It seems that relatively
small number of samples in the MT training dataset are not generalized well
but with larger ratio and more samples added, pre-augmentation is become
more robust across general on-line augmentation.
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Table 4 Comparison test accuracy (%) on NEU dataset across different data
augmentation methods. Our pre-augmentation network is trained across all classes and
combined with on-line augmentation surprisingly managed to outperform synthetic data
augmentation with GAN.

Method Accuracy (%) Improvement (∆)
Baseline 97.40 -
General on-line augmentation 98.40 1.0
PreAugNet 99.20 1.80
Synthetic data augmentation [39] 99.11 -

4.2.3 Results on the NEU Dataset

Because NEU dataset is composed of equally distributed images for all classes,
the off-line Pre-augmentation strategy for NEU dataset may differ substan-
tially from AOI and MT dataset. In NEU dataset, our pre-augmentation
network is focused on generating new samples by increasing the number of
samples for all classes equally where we set the same initial α ratio for all
classes during the pre-augmentation training. The pre-augmentation network
simply generates new samples for all classes in the same manner for all α ratios.
In details, the augmentation generator produces new samples in several stages
by determining the types and number of transformations accordingly that it
requires several updates in the process of collecting new samples in sample
pool. That means, even though during the process of updating the new sam-
ples in classifier the number of iterations required is not the same for each
class, but at the end of searching process all classes will get the same number
of new samples.

Our testing result are shown in Table 4. As can be seen from the results,
PreAugNet improves the overall accuracy over the general augmentation and
synthetic GAN method [39]. Secondly, applying Pre-augmentation with α ratio
0.8 achieves the highest accuracy of NEU dataset about 1.8% compare to
baseline.

4.2.4 Experiment on the Combination of Augmentation
Methods

This section evaluates whether the off-line pre-augmentation network and on-
line augmentation combined improves the prediction result. In combination
augmentation mechanism, we randomly perform augmentation on the new
samples and original samples during training. We re-train the target network
for every 10% additional samples and capture the highest accuracy. We present
several different α ratios for two different augmentation approaches: off-line
pre-augmentation and general on-line augmentation method. Figure 8 demon-
strates how the increasing number of samples affect the accuracy of target
network for all datasets. The accuracy of target network constantly matches
or improves from baseline and general augmentation. The performance of off-
line pre-augmentation and combination method are particularly good on the
AOI dataset, the improvement occurred in the addition of new samples start-
ing from the small ratio. In other words, this results show that our method can
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indeed enlarge the defect samples in target network to produce better accu-
racy. The new samples from pre-augmentation network are more robust than
default random on-line augmentation. This phenomenon is in line with our
assumption that the pre-augmentation network only distributes samples that
have been correctly selected based on the boundary in the classifier so that
the new generated samples are more robust and useful for the target network.

Table 5 Comparison test accuracy (%) across all datasets with combination of general
augmentation and PreAugNet methods.

AOI MT NEU

Method Acc. Improv. Acc. Improv. Acc. Improv.
(%) (∆) (%) (∆) (%) (∆)

Baseline 95.10 - 92.50 - 97.40 -
General augmentation 95.60 0.5 96.20 3.70 98.40 1.0
PreAugNet (combination) 98.40 3.3 98.75 6.25 99.50 2.10

Note: Acc. : Accuracy ; Improv. : Improvement

In Figure 8, it can be seen that not all pre-augmentation combination
produces better results compare to single on-line augmentation. Result on MT
dataset, the combination methods produce unstable accuracy at higher α ratio.
We found that combination method produces lower than baseline at α ratio
(0.3, 0.4). We assume this phenomenon occurs due to lack of data in sample
pool so that some samples forwarded from pre-augmentation are identical. We
also found that if the original class data was too small, the pre-augmentation
network required more updates to reach the expected ratio than other class.
These multiple updates affect the searching time on our pre-augmentation
network.

4.3 Limitations

We next discuss limitations regarding our method. First, we note that the
arbitrary image transformation is not preferred in the augmentation searching
process, since the augmentation generator need to produce a lot more samples
before an acceptable sample can be found. Likewise, the time consuming for
searching boundary is heavily depending on total input sample to classifier.
As a result, when the number of transformed samples is larger than original
image, we split the input samples in batches to be fed into the SVM classi-
fier. Furthermore, due to various transformation in augmentation generator,
the preparation of new samples can be very challenging to achieve in small
iterations. Since the position boundary heavily depend on the quality of fea-
tures, low-quality samples can weaken the searching process or even failed to
improve the decision boundary. If this happens, re-running the process for
another iteration can typically resolve the issue.
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Fig. 8 Test accuracy (%) on AOI, MT and NEU defect datasets. Comparisons across
baseline, default on-line augmentation, Pre-augmentation and combination method with
different α ratios.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we design the Pre-Augmentation Network (PreAugNet) for gen-
erating and screening augmented samples to improve data augmentation in
training a target network. The PreAugNet iteratively retrieves CNN fea-
tures from the raw samples to improve the generated samples, where the
updating process is governed by a SVM classifier with decision boundary anal-
ysis. This way, the new samples produced from the PreAugNet are much
diverse and suitable for effective data augmentation. The effectiveness of this
approach is evaluated on the industrial defect recognition problem over three
real-world datasets. We compare our PreAugNet with multiple data augmen-
tation approaches, and we also compare our end-to-end pipeline with multiple
state-of-the-art surface defect classification methods. Extensive experiments
show that the PreAugNet with a standard ResNet-18 target network can
achieve 3.3% accuracy improvement on the AOI dataset, 6.25% on the MT
dataset, and 2.1% on the NEU dataset. Results demonstrate the effectiveness
of the PreAugNet data augmentation on improving the training of a defect
classification network.

Future Work. Joint training solutions have great potential in reducing
training cost and time for real-world applications. Future work includes tighter
integration of the proposed pre-augmentation network with the target network,
such that better training performance might be obtained. Also, our approach
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can be deployed to in other real-world applications where data scarcity remains
the bottleneck.
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